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" The Red Crescent and My Country "
in the Arab Countries

On several occasions, the International Review has mentioned
the efforts of the ICRC to make known the principles of the Geneva
Conventions in schools through the mediuni of the school textbook
" The Red Cross and My Country ",of which over one million
copies have been distributed, in 16 languages, in 45 countries of
Africa, Latin America and Asia. Its purpose is to instil the basic
Red Cross principles into primary school pupils, and an explanatory
" Teacher's Manual " accompanies the textbook.

Lately, efforts to disseminate the textbook have been concen-
trated in the Arab countries, the text and illustrations having been
adapted in co-operation with the Lebanese Red Cross and the Jordan
Red Crescent. The first edition of 100,000 copies (and 10,000 copies
of the " Teacher's Manual ") was printed in Beirut, under the title
" The Red Crescent and My Country ".

As Jordan wished to receive 50,000 copies for immediate distri-
bution in schools, that quantity has been despatched to Amman.1

In addition, the ICRC has contacted the other Middle East and
Maghreb States. A special edition, printed in 5,000 copies and
entitled The Red Cross and My Country, has been produced for the
Lebanese Red Cross.1

So far, nine of those States have responded favourably, eight
of them agreeing to take several thousand copies in order to launch
it, while Kuwait has decided to print its own supply. In the Arab
Republic of Egypt, the textbook will be put to the test by an
initial distribution of 30,000 copies in several Cairo schools.

The ICRC hopes that the Ministries of Education in the various
countries will subsequently include the textbook in their school
syllabi and will have further copies printed for distribution in all
schools.

i Plate.
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In this event, the National Societies will have an important job
to do, not only in supervising the publication of the textbook, but
also in launching a campaign to show teachers how to make the
most of it in teaching their young pupils.

By the end of February, the school textbook had been adopted
by the following Arab countries: Algeria, Bahrain, Arab Republic
of Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Mauritania, Morocco, Sudan,
Tunisia.

As can be seen, all the Red Crescent Societies of the Maghreb
States have requested the school textbook. The ICRC has therefore
arranged for the printing of a further 150,000 copies.
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